Undercover officers crack down on ticket scalpers on campus

By KENDRA MORRILL
Senior Staff Reporter

As a consequence of the newly implemented ban on ticket scalping, approximately 60 football tickets were confiscated by police and Notre Dame Security this weekend as "scalpers" attempted to sell the tickets above face value, said Director of Promotions Bubba Cunningham.

The ticket office also learned the seat locations of about 40 more tickets that were being scalped, said Cunningham.

Fourteen undercover agents, a combination of Notre Dame Security and city and county police officers, patrolled the campus this weekend looking for people selling tickets above face value, according to Rex Rakow, director of Notre Dame Security.

"(The agents would) wait for people to approach them or they'd overheard conversa­tions," said Rakow. "Or they have conversations with people, and when it turned to the point where the people offered them tickets, (the offi­cers) would inform those making the offer that they were agents of the University and that they (making the offer) were violating University reg­ulations," he said.

If tickets were exchanged, said Rakow, then they were confiscated. If the tickets were just offered, the section, row and seat number were recorded, he said.

The operation would not con­stitute entrapment, Rakow said. "We're not enforcing any criminal law," he said. "We're enforcing University policy on private property. As the prop­erty owners, we have the right to do that."

The athletic department is planning to contact all people who owned tickets that were on the market, said Rakow. "Those people will be informed that their tickets were being sold above face value and that this is against University policy, he said.

Cunningham said the Univer­sity hasn't done anything but confiscate and record tickets that were being scalped.

"The athletic department and the University administra­tion will have to sit down and decide what to do with the sell­ers and the tickets that have been confiscated," he said.

No penalties for those caught scalping tickets have been set up yet because "we didn't know what we would find (this weekend)," Cunningham said.

"A student is probably in more trouble than a non­University person because scalping isn't illegal but is against University regulations," he added.

Rakow said he didn't know yet whether any Notre Dame students were caught scalping tickets.

The ban on ticket scalping was implemented this fall by the University. Scalping is not against Indiana law.

Cunningham said earlier this month that individuals who had extra tickets could turn them in at the Gate 14 ticket window. The University would then attempt to resell those tickets at face value two hours prior to kickoff.

Pre-Game Festivities

A large crowd assembles at Stepan Courts to en­courage an Irish victory over Michigan during the first outdoor pep rally Friday evening.

Dedication ceremony held for Sports Heritage Hall

By THERESA KELLY
Staff Reporter

The Notre Dame Monogram Club officially dedicated the Sports Heritage Hall in the con­course of the Joyce ACC on Sat­urday.

"Our job is an enjoyable one," said Notre Dame Athletic Director Richard Rosenthal. "We are here to bless and ded­icate this hall. Of course it's an ex­hibit. But it's so much more.
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Candidates for special election announced

Observer Staff Report

The following candidates have been declared eligible for the supplementary Stu­dent Senate election for dis­trict two:

•Jim McCarthy, a junior in Zahm,
•Brian McCarthy, a junior in Zahm,
•James Robertson, a sophomore in Cavanaugh,
•Daniel Klinger, a freshman in Cavanaugh.

District two includes Bren-PhiliPs, Cavanaugh, Farley, Knott, Sigfreid, and St. Edward's Halls.

The election for the Stu­dent Senate seat, left vacant by the resignation of Mary Feliz, will be held on Thursday. Election times will be from 11 a.m. until 1 p.m., and from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m., said Ombudsman Steering Committee mem­ber Pat Stadter.

Campaigning for the vacant seat started Satur­day at midnight and will con­tinue until midnight Wednes­day, said Stadter.

Results will be released Thursday night.

During the heavy rainfall Thursday afternoon in Largo, Fla., traffic from the local fire department went into Mariner Cove Mobile Home Park to rescue resi­dents in one of the homes where the water level was rising. The firefighters were backing up to leave the park when the road gave way underneath the truck.
The Children's Museum sent its 2,500-year-old mummy to the hospital Saturday to learn more about the ancient woman who recently filled in some of his blanks. During her visit to Indiana University Hospital, Wenus-hotep got her picture taken with a three-dimensional CT scan that provided a never-before-seen view of her face. "We found much finer pictures than I would have expected of the bones," said Robert Pickering, curator of anthropology for the museum. Before the new technology became available, such information could be gained only by destroying the mummy. -Associated Press

Most teachers feel left out of critical decisions affecting classroom life, except for choosing texts and shaping curriculum, according to a nationwide poll released Sunday. Ten percent or fewer of 31,600 public school teachers surveyed by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching felt they had any say in issues like teacher evaluation or selection of new teachers and administrators. Just 20 percent believed they were in control of tailoring school budgets. On the positive side, 19 percent of those surveyed said they felt involved in choosing textbooks and instructional materials, and 62 percent said they had a say in shaping the curriculum. -Associated Press

OF INTEREST

Minority Pre-Med Meeting. There will be a meeting for minorities who are preparing to enter professional schools of medicine. The meeting will be held from 8 to 9 p.m. in the Workman Room in the Hesburgh Library. The event will provide an opportunity for interested students to meet with faculty and current minority students to discuss the commonly held beliefs that minority students are less likely to succeed in medical school. -The Observer

Updated your records. With Student Residences at Room 311 Administration Building, or by calling 239-4878, if you are on the waiting list for off-campus housing or are interested in getting on campus. -The Observer

The Women's caucus of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's will hold its first meeting tonight at 7:30 in the student center lounge of the Library. For further information contact Catherine Francis at 233-7295 or Chenoa Seaboy at 283-9396. -The Observer

All those on Student Senate should meet in the Notre Dame Room, LaFortune, at 6:00 p.m. tonight. -The Observer

A Mass of Thanksgiving will be offered for Lisa Mackett, victim of last week's accident outside the ACC. The mass will be held at 9:00 a.m. tonight in the Knott Hall Chapel. All students are invited to celebrate. -The Observer

The College of Engineering will sponsor a trip to the AMSCO plant near Chicago for all Minority Engineering students and Freshman intents. Trip will depart at 7:30 a.m. on Sept. 16 and return at 4:00 p.m. Sign up in Room 108 Cushing or call 239-6902. -The Observer

AISEC, The International Association of Students in Economics and Business Management will hold its second organizational meeting tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Sargent Hall. All are welcome. -The Observer

The St. Edward's Hall Players - The Observer

-News Editor

Mark McLcaughlin

News Editor

The St. Edward's Hall Players will be having a very brief organizational meeting tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in Hayes-Healy. It is not too late to join. Call Jeff Stark for more information at 283-3576. -The Observer

POW/MIA Awareness Week will be sponsored by the Arnold Air Society and Air Force ROTC. There will be a POW/MIA Flag on the flagpole of South Quad all week, a movie on Wednesday, a mass and talk show on Thursday and a flag retreat ceremony on Friday. -The Observer

The Inside Column is solely the opinion of the author of the column. The opinions expressed in this column are not necessarily those of The Observer, the University of Notre Dame, or Saint Mary's College. -The Observer
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Notre Dame pushing 'champagne suites'

This column is the result of a friend's tip, so let me give credit where credit is due. Thanks, C.L.

Do any of you have your Student Business Directories handy? Remember those yellow books they handing out at registration? You might turn to page 12 for an example of Notre Dame's never-ending quest for social alternatives to the alcohol policy.

The Ritz: Perfect for Honeymoons, Anniversaries, Birthdays, Etc., says the advertisement. Below is a list of amenities like "heart-shaped whirlpool baths" and "queen size waveless waterbeds," along with two coupons for a 50 percent discount on any weekday overnight stay in a "champagne suite.

Well, they also offer "tours daily." So I went down to The Ritz yesterday to check the place out. It unfortunately is a bit farther than Motel 6 or Days Inn, but is well worth it.

Two things tipped me off to the nature of this "establishment" before I even walked in the door. One was the phone number, which spells out BUY LOVE. The other was the door itself, which could not be entered until I pressed a buzzer and someone came to look me over, probably to make sure I wasn't a cop.

After I was let in and my eyes had adjusted to the extremely dim lighting, I asked to take the tour. I was ushered through the 18-room hotel, and told that it was a good idea to call ahead at least two weeks in advance for weekend stays.

I also snagged a brochure, which billed The Ritz as "...the largest facility dedicated to romance and intimacy \* \* \* An atmosphere of special sharing, a romantic retreat, a time to be long remembered, just the two of you \* \* \* at The Ritz."

The most basic room available is the "Ritz Suite," furnished with a bed. That's it. The bed is nice, and it has a small semi-waterbed equipped with an excellent stereo in the headboard. The walls are carpeted and the ceiling is mirrored. The mirrors are "bronze-tinted," I was informed by the tour guide.

According to the brochure, the bathroom is furnished with "disposable razor, shaving cream, towels, shampoo, soaps, rubber, etc." I would imagine "etc." includes condoms but I did not see them myself. The television in every room shows "selected adult movies," as well.

The champagne suites have the same stuff plus a heart-shaped whirlpool bath. "Just like a Jacuzzi," said my tour guide.

Then there are the Penthouse Suites, which offer cathedral ceilings, built-in bars, and a separate "love seat conversation area." As if someone staying here would be interested in conversation.

On the whole, the place was quite nice for the type of clientele it is trying to cater to.

But for those of us who are budget conscious, The Ritz offers "four beer getaway rates," which are roughly half of the overnight rates. With the 50 percent coupon offered in the Notre Dame Student Business Directory, even the most broke student can afford The Ritz. Just think how cheap this would be if it were split up.

Well, far be it from me to call the administration hypocritical for advertising this place themselves while banning alcohol advertising in The Observer. Actually, I'm sure this ad was run with the intent of providing reasonable alternatives to alcohol. So let's all go to places like The Ritz for "romance and intimacy." The administration seems to prefer that to having a beer or two.

Mark McLcaughlin

News Editor
Parliament calls for open elections in Burma

Associated Press

RANGOON, Burma-Parliament on Sunday yielded to weeks of massive nationwide protests and approved holding the first multiparty elections since 1960. The legislature appointed a group of elders to supervise the polling and set a target date for about three months from Saturday, when President Maung Maung announced the ruling Burma Socialist Program Party would relinquish its 36-year monopoly on power. Despite government concessions, opposition leaders continued to press for an interim government to cope with Burma's growing chaos, and demonstrations continued in the capital.

Maung Maung issued a stern warning to demonstrators, who have taken to the streets by the millions since spring in their efforts to get back to work and on civil servants to reactivate the stalled machinery of government. In addition, he attacked the recent formation of a rival government by former Prime Minister U Nu. Maung Maung called Sunday's decision "a milestone in Burmese history." "It will be evident in 20 years' time whether the decision was correct or not," he told the 48-member Parliament.

While authorizing elections in about three months, Parliament also held out the possibility that they could be postponed or held as early as November. Maung Maung urged Burma's 22 million voters to "use their potent weapon- the vote- to choose the right representatives."

Parliament empowered the Council of State, the highest government organ, to change the Constitution to permit a multiparty system, enlarge the Elections Commission if necessary and formulate election rules.

Named to the Elections Supervision Commission were three retired civil servants, a retired army brigadier general and a former member of Parliament. The men, all over 70, are generally regarded as neutral, although not especially prominent. At least four are not members of the ruling party.

The Parliament session was held under tight security, and delegates slept in the building Saturday night. The area was cordoned off with barbed-wire fences and road blocks manned by troops.

Maung Maung urged Burma's 22 million voters to "throw their weight and the vote- to choose the right representatives."

FINANCIAL AID ENDOWMENT
MINORITY STUDENTS

John Paul visits southern Africa

Associated Press

HARARE, Zimbabwe-Pope John Paul II appealed yesterday for reconciliation, racial harmony and human rights in southern Africa, a region torn by decadelong tribal, racial and ideological conflicts.

John Paul's first full day on his tour of the region was crammed with events, beginning with a meeting with the country's seven Roman Catholic bishops and ending with a session with diplomats.

In between, he celebrated a two-and-a-half hour Mass for before more than 200,000 people, met with members of the laity and spoke to 30,000 youths at a jammed sports stadium.

His comments did not have the emotional edge that they did Saturday, when he arrived in the capital after a 10 day's travels through five black-ruled countries that are neighbors to white-led South Africa.

On Saturday, the pope talked of powerful political, economic and ideological forces that endanger the stability of the region and who foster ethnic and tribal conflicts.

Class of 1992 minority enrollment hits 13 percent

Associated Press

SOUTH BEND- A $12 million financial aid endowment for minority students was key to this year's increased enrollment. "If we're going to continue to attract the best, we'll need more inclusions of this money," he said. The university also funds eight one-year fellowships for minorities, including three for black students and five for Hispanic students.

Two new black faculty members were named to the school of Arts and Letters, and administrators have said two more minority professors will be added to the faculty each in the next two years to assist in the administration, law and engineering.

NOTRE DAME vs. MICHIGAN STATE- Sept. 17th

Ticket Winners

JACC
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playing field be an inspiration to us all to strive towards the best," Beechamp said in his blessing of the hall.

We need to thank the people who helped us put this together," said former Monogram Club President and member of the 1947 National Championship football team, Lank Smith.

"The athletic directors Moose Krause, Gene Corrigan and Dick Rosenthal and the Monogram presidents who were always pushing through this project," said Smith.

Present at the ceremony were Bertelli along with another former Heisman winner for Notre Dame, John Lujack and the second ranked rusher in Irish football history, Vagas Ferguson.

"May Notre Dame stand for what is right and beautiful," Smith said in tribute to the Notre Dame athletic history. "May it always reflect the will..."
Hurricane Gilbert expected to hit Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic

Associated Press

An Airborne Encounter

High above the Norwegian Sea a Russian long-range 'Bear' aircraft (left) attracts the attention of a Royal Air Force interceptor Saturday. Such encounters take place about four times a week despite the thaw in East-West relations.

Hurricane Gilbert expected to hit Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic

Associated Press

KINGSTON, Jamaica- Hurricane Gilbert swept toward Jamaica on yesterday with 100 mph winds and officials issued warnings to residents on the southern coasts of the Dominican Republic, Haiti and Cuba.

The storm ripped the roofs off houses and caused coastal flooding in Puerto Rico. In the Dominican Republic all domestic flights and flights to and from Puerto Rico and Miami were canceled.

Heavy rain and winds lashed the southern zone of the Dominican Republic last night as the hurricane passed south of the Barahona peninsula, officials reported.

Eugenio Cabral, director of the Dominican Civil Defense, said there was some flooding in parts of the capital of Santo Domingo and power outages there and other southern areas but no casualties had been reported.

Jamaican Prime Minister Eric Waller alerted all government agencies and told a news conference last night: "Hurricane Gilbert appears to be a real threat and everyone should follow the instructions and hurricane precautions issued by the Office of Disaster Preparedness in order to minimize the danger."

Jamaica's National Meteorological Service said if the hurricane continues on its current course effects of the storm would be felt in Jamaica by 6 a.m. EDT today.

Cuba's official Prensa Latina news agency reported a state of alert was declared at midday and the local council and the police seem perfectly happy with it," he said.

The storm would be felt in Cuba's official Prensa Latina news agency reported a state of alert was declared at midday and the local council and the police seem perfectly happy with it. "I think it has gone very well and the local council and the police seem perfectly happy with it," he said.

Local councilman Owen Brady said: "I think it has gone excellently and above our expectations."

1550 injured in riot during Michael Jackson concert

Associated Press

LIVERPOOL, England- A huge mass of fans pressed to the stage during a Michael Jackson concert yesterday, and more than 1,550 people were reported injured in the crush, authorities said.

Most injuries were minor, but officials said 40 people required hospital treatment.

Mounted police and vans of uniformed officers in riot gear were called to the Aintree horse racing track, where 125,080 attended the final concert of the singer's European tour, police said.

Police said about 22 people were arrested for disorderly conduct.

First-aid workers treated an estimated 3,400 fans during the concert for a variety of injuries.

John Crook, St. John's Ambulance Brigade assistant commissioner, said 1,550 of the casualties were treated after being crushed at the front of the crowd near the stage because of the pressure of people behind them. He said several of the casualties were people who fainted in the crush.

"We are really surprised by the number of casualties but out of an audience of 125,000 I suppose it isn't too bad," Crook said.

At one point trouble flared outside the arena when youths without tickets, which cost £27 each, tried to pull down fences to get a view of the show.

Reporters said they saw mounted police and officers in riot gear hurry to the scene and arrest several youths.

Earlier reports indicated that the concert crush was caused by the youths trying to enter the concert area, but Crook said there were no reported injuries when fans without tickets tried to enter the concert area.

Terry Smith, managing director of co-promoters Radio City, said the casualties seemed exaggerated.

"I think it has gone very well and the local council and the police seem perfectly happy with it," he said.

Local councilman Owen Brady said: "I think it has gone excellently and above our expectations."
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STUDENT UNION PRESENTS:
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SEPTEMBER 18 AT 8:00 p.m.
WASHINGTON HALL

Tuesday-Friday Tickets will be on sale in the LaFortune Ticket Stub

$4 student
$6 general public

PRE-LAW SOCIETY
GENERAL MEETING
for Juniors, Sophomores, Freshmen
TONIGHT
7 p.m. in the Library Auditorium

Packets will be issued
(attendance is required)
WASHINGTON- The head of the nation's space flight program, Richard Truly, the head of the space shuttle program, said that if two recent successful simulations of crew and launch systems had been the real thing, a launch would not have taken place because of weather and winds.

"We're going to wait until we have it right, and then we're going to do it," said Truly, a two-time shuttle astronaut. "I think the American people expect that of us and that's what we're going to do."

"It will be the last week in September unless there is a hiccup," he said.

Appearing on ABC-TV's "This Week with David Brinkley," Truly shed light from revealing a date for the launch of the first shuttle since the Challenger exploded on liftoff in January 1986, except to say it probably will be late in September.

He said there has been no administration pressure to have the shuttle program restart before the election for whatever political advantage that might give to George Bush.

Bush Gets The Crowd Moving
Vice President George Bush greets supporters during a rally in Tyler, Texas. Bush advocates a defense policy of "peace through strength" and criticizes opponent Michael Dukakis as being weak on defense.

Haitian gunmen massacre churchgoers

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti-Men armed with guns and machetes burst into the church of a militant Roman Catholic priest yesterday and killed at least three parishioners, wounded 60 and burned down the building, witnesses and news reports said.

Police stood near the church, but none came to the rescue, witnesses said. After the attack, gangs of men roamed the streets and stoned the offices of two groups opposed to the military government.

The Rev. Jean-Bertrand Aristide, an outspoken opponent of the military government, had just begun a 9 a.m. (9 a.m. EDT) mass when a group of men began throwing rocks at the church, panicking hundreds inside who rushed for the doors, said a foreign journalist attending the service.

Police only entered the doors at the back of the church burst open and 20 to 30 men with machetes, huge sticks and guns came in. They stabbed another man who ran outside the church. He died. Some people were shot.

Estimates of the numbers of parishioners in the church ranged from 600 to 1,500.

A male dressed in civilian clothes, said the journalist, who contacted The Associated Press in New York by telephone.

"They started shooting people, beating them, and stabbing and slashing them," the reporter said. "They stabbed a woman who was pregnant. They stabbed another man who ran outside the church. He died. Some people were shot." Aristide is one of the most popular opposition leaders in Haiti. There have been several attempts on his life blamed on forces loyal to the government.
The scheduled appearance Tuesday of Dr. Theodore Cooper, CEO of Upjohn, at the Notre Dame Law School should be of grave concern to all those who cherish and respect basic human rights. Though Dr. Cooper will be here to talk about the AIDS crisis, the activities of the company he leads cannot be divorced from him. Making an accomplishment into a cause tells people everywhere that even though his company plays an anesthetic to thousands of preborn babies every year, he will be be held accountable for his and his brother’s actions. We will ignore these unpleasant facts and welcome him into “civilized” society.

Keith Rothfus

guest column

The Upjohn company has been at the forefront of the development and distribution of chemicals which are used to destroy human life in its more vulnerable state: the womb. Further, Upjohn has continued to market the dangerous drug Depo-Provera in the Third World even though it is known to cause more suffering and death side for use in the U.S. For those not familiar with these assaults against humanity, a review of the record is in order.

What are prostaglandins? Prostaglandins are hormone-like substances which cause, in the words of abortion authority Dr. J. C. Wilke, “powerful and sustained contraction of the uterus (labor), at any stage of pregnancy, resulting in vaginal delivery of whatever size baby the mother carries. In early pregnancy the drug always kills the baby. In mid-pregnancy, the baby is sometimes born alive—a ‘complication.’”

Upjohn was the pioneer in developing these drugs for pregnancy termination. According to a company pamphlet, “(the) company undertook development of abortion-inducing drugs because it had a medical obligation to the physician who had decided, with the patient, that a second trimester abortion was to be performed.” Three Upjohn products were approved as abortifacients in the U.S.: Prostin F2 alpha, an intra-amniotic injection to be used on mothers in the 16th to 20th week of pregnancy; Prostin E2, a vaginal suppository to be used in the 12th to 20th week of a baby’s gestation; and Prostin15M, an intramuscular injection, which can be used anywhere between the 13th and 20th weeks of gestation. Though the marketing of Prostin F2 alpha has been halted in the U.S., Upjohn continues to market the two other domestically, and all three are exported to the Third World. It is to be noted that two percent of the abortions in America are done using prostaglandins; that’s 3,000,000 a year, 82 a day, or 12 every hour.

Upjohn’s abortion imperialism does not end with the exportation of prostaglandins. Depo-Provera is an injectable contraceptive used mainly in the Third World to produce periods of “infertility” in women for up to three months. It is quite possible that the drug acts as an abortifacient itself, flushing newly conceived human embryos through the mother’s womb. Regardless of the nature of the drug, it has come into place in the U.S. Upjohn hopes to market this poison for use in the U.S. This does not stop Upjohn from testing of the drug on humans in the Third World to produce periods of “infertility” in women for up to three months. It is quite possible that the drug acts as an abortifacient itself, flushing newly conceived human embryos through the mother’s womb. Regardless of the nature of the drug, it has come into place in the U.S. Upjohn hopes to market this poison for use in the U.S. This does not stop Upjohn from testing of the drug on humans in the Third World to produce periods of “infertility” in women for up to three months. It is quite possible that the drug acts as an abortifacient itself, flushing newly conceived human embryos through the mother’s womb. Regardless of the nature of the drug, it has come into place in the U.S. Upjohn hopes to market this poison for use in the U.S. This does not stop Upjohn from testing of the drug on humans in the Third World to produce periods of “infertility” in women for up to three months. It is quite possible that the drug acts as an abortifacient itself, flushing newly conceived human embryos through the mother’s womb.

The Observer retains the right to edit all commentaries submitted to the Viewpoint department. Please note the briefer the piece, the greater its chances of reaching print.
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Notre Dame Encounter

DAN STRUTZEL

Notre Dame Encounter? What's that? Wait a minute, is that one of those retreats where everyone sits around and talks about God? It’s not for two people is it? Is it co-ed? Why do I need to have an encounter with Christ anyway?

Notre Dame Saint Mary's students who have been table tents, posters, and newspaper ads for Notre Dame Encounter for the past year and a half have been asking these questions over and over again. The idea of a retreat to deepen one's personal, spiritual, and social awareness seems interesting, while at the same time intimidating.

However, as many past participants, team members, and campus ministers would attest, the Notre Dame Encounter began with Christ Program is one of the most unique and powerful educational experiences one can have to offer. Jim Wimbiscus, a graduate of Notre Dame and Encounter team member said, "It’s a campus-wide retreat program that allows people from all corners and classes to gather together and experience one another, members of the faculty and staff, and most importantly, Christ. Notre Dame Encounter breeds a sense of unity and support on campus."

The mission statement of NDE provides a good outline for how the program intends to foster this unity: "NDE calls one to a personal gospel commitment: to be a witness to one's covenant with God. NDE develops this commitment through communal process. NDE hopes to enlighten, affect, and inspire the participants to live as Christians in the world. NDE aspires to be a vehicle for God's call to covenant and community."

NDE acts as this vehicle through a two-fold process: 1) A three weekend retreat in which every participant is called to focus on issues concerning self-knowledge and awareness, one's friendship with God, and one's responsibility to the community. 2) A follow-up program in which participants continue to enhance personal and spiritual development through prayer, discussion and reflection.

Through this two-pronged program, NDE hopes to be a comforting guide to a fruitful spiritual life for students. Father Paul Holland SJ, a PHD student and campus minister for NDE, highlights three aspects of the program which are integral in one's faith development.

"NDE is a profound experience in being loved and accepted by God and others," said Holland. "Secondly, it is an encounter in being loved and accepted by God and others," said Holland. "Thirdly, it is a chance to grow in one's personal and spiritual lives before they leave Notre Dame."

Seniors find Notre Dame an excellent way to integrate their present personal and spiritual lives into their future. "NDE is a way to take a responsible first step in their personal faith development. Whatever the reason, NDE fosters a community atmosphere where people can talk about and respond to issues together. The response of the Encounter from students shows that there is a need for it on campus. There's a need to have a more mature response to Christianity. This comes from making one's faith more personal, rather than merely making it a creed," said Brother Bonaventure Scully, rector of Keenan Hall and a member of the NDE board.

"NDE makes faith more personal by adding the communal aspect," Scully added. "Participants begin to see Christianity as a part of one large family." NDE hopes to expand its family of participants in the future by offering six to eight retreats a year (four are offered now) and implementing mentoring programs for returning graduates.

Just as one may have many questions about the idea of NDE, one also has unanswered questions and uncertainties about his/her faith. Conversely, just like faith, the whole experience of NDE can never be fully explained or described. What NDE does have to offer is a chance to grow in one's personal journey of self-discovery and to affirm one's faith in a communal process. Where one's journey will proceed from there depends on one's willingness to explore.
Ricky Watters (12) begins to do a little celebrating before entering the end zone during an 81-yard punt return. Raghib Ismail (25) provided a key block to let Watters score a touchdown on the first punt return of his collegiate career.
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Reggie He boots his gamewinning 26-yard field goal with just 1:13 left to play. His four field goals were his first four at Notre Dame.

RIGHT: Ricky Watters (12) begins to do a little celebrating before entering the end zone during an 81-yard punt return. Raghib Ismail (25) provided a key block to let Watters score a touchdown on the first punt return of his collegiate career.
ABOVE: Surrounded by fellow students, a fan cheers on top of a friend's shoulders after the game.
LEFT: Teammates mob kicker Reggie Ho (2) after booting a 38-yard field goal in the second quarter. The resident of Kaneohe, Hawaii, kicked the four field goals in the game, tying a school record.

ABOVE: The Irish defensive front gangs up as Michigan tailback Tony Boles goes down. "Notre Dame's defensive line surprised us," Boles said after the game.
The Stars and Stripes catamaran (left) defeated New Zealand's challenge yacht for a second consecutive time Friday in San Diego, thus keeping New Zealand's challenge yacht for a second consecutive time Monday. September 12, 1988

**UCLA tops Nebraska; Mich. St. upset**

Troy Aikman threw three first-quarter touchdowns, including two to Charles Arbuckle, as UCLA avenged three losses to the Cornhuskers in the last five years.

In another clash of ranked teams, Reggie Ho kicked the last of a school-record four field goals with 1:13 left to give No. 13 Notre Dame a 19-17 victory over No. 9 Michigan.

In other games involving the Top Ten, it was No. 12 Virginia 45, Fullerton St. 19, No. 14 Alabama 37, Temple 0; No. 16 South Carolina 25, Western Carolina 0; No. 17 Iowa 45, Kansas St. 10; No. 18 Penn State 42, Virginia 14, and No. 20 Washington 20, Purdue 6.

Rutgers 17, Mich. St. 13

Scott Errey completed 25 of 36 passes for 239 yards and two touchdowns, and Doug Kokoskie had a key fumble recovery as Rutgers stunned the defending Big Ten and Rose Bowl champions.

Kokoskie's fumble recovery killed a fourth-quarter drive by Michigan State after the Spartans had moved 59 yards to the 2-yard line with 7:54 left in the game.

The stars were on fire, the team was on fire, everything was clicking, everything was working," Donahue said after his fifth-ranked Bruins scored 28 points in the first quarter and upset second-ranked Nebraska 41-28 Saturday.

"That was the best quarter of football I've seen in my tenure at UCLA," said Donahue, who earned his 100th victory at UCLA since becoming the Bruins' head coach in 1976.

Coach Tim Connelly. "I was hoping someone would come out." Irish sophomore Jenny Ledrick, who Connelly was hoping could be the team's fourth runner, was held out because of a slight injury. Connelly didn't want to risk her in the season's first meet.

"We knew that we had three that could run with anyone and they did," he said. "I was real pleased with the performance of his top three finishers."

"We'll run more competitively I'm sure," he said.
Ho, a senior pre-med major with a 3.8 grade-point average and junior eligibility, did not try out for the team until the spring of 1987 because he wanted to concentrate on academics. "I thought I was going to flunk out of school," he said.

He tied the Notre Dame record of field goals in a game, a feat last accomplished by John Carney in 1986 against Southern Methodist.

"Reggie always makes those," Irish head coach Lou Holtz said. "I told him that it was just like practice, and not to make it bigger than it really was."

The Irish got off to a bigger start than many expected when Ricky Watters took a low, 53-yard punt from Gillette 81 yards for a touchdown early in the first quarter. Watters raced through a huge hole in the middle of the field, made a cut to the left and sprinted into the end zone untouched.

Key blocks were thrown by freshmen Rodney Culver and Raghib Ismail.

"I don't deserve any credit at all," Watters said. "I just caught the ball and ran. You can beat us any way you want, so I wasn't too nervous." And now back to Ho. A lot of people on the team were impressed with his poise and accuracy, that he pressed Notre Dame fans going for the team, they can hit me as hard as they want.
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Soccer continued from page 16

"It was a little bit of luck," agreed Irish captain John Guignon, "but from last year we knew that we could play with them. They're No. 2 in the nation, so we were pretty satisfied with the tie."

Indiana, now 2-0-1, played like the second-ranked team in the nation, owning a 22-4 edge in shots. But the Irish defense came up big when it had to.

"We played an outstanding soccer game," said Indiana head coach Jerry Yeagely. "We took it to Notre Dame from start to finish. When we keep a team to four shots, you don't lose too many games. So that's the disappointment, because our players did come out and play a beautiful game, and they deserved to win."

With Notre Dame now 3-0-1 after Sunday's win over Xavier, Grace believes that the tie puts his squad on the right track for the NCAA tournament.

"At the end of the year, when Indiana rattles off another 15 wins and is ranked nationally, and the only team to tie them is Notre Dame, the NCAA steering committee has to take a look at that, especially since the game was played at IU," said Grace. "They have to give us the recognition now."

Welcome Baptist Students
BAPTIST Student Union

Bible Study - Fellowship - Fun
Join Us!

SEPTEMBER 12, 1988
TIME: 7 p.m.
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CALL: LAURENTEEN 283-4968

Steffi Graf, here shown between games in an early-round match, won the Grand Slam by defeating Gabriela Sabatini in three sets Saturday in the U.S. Open women's finals. Experts already are speculating whether Graf can win another Grand Slam, and when that second Slam might occur.

GE Open House

Who?
BS and MS candidates in:
• Engineering
• Business
• Aerospace
• Computer Science
• Mechanical
• Economics
• Electrical
• Accounting
• Chemical
• Finance
Mathematics

What?
Your chance to learn about the GE businesses that will be interviewing on campus. So you can sign up to interview with the business that makes the best match with your interests and goals. Presentations will explore:
• Appliances
• Aircraft Engines
• Lighting

Also, the following GE corporate training programs will be represented:
• Financial Management Program
• Edison Engineering Program
• Manufacturing Management Program
• Information System Management Program

When and Where?
Monday, September 12, 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Center for Continuing Education—Dining Area

What else?
Informal mixer with GE people, immediately following the presentations. Refreshments will be served.

Graf takes Grand Slam

NEW YORK—It took 18 years for tennis to get another Grand Slam winner. The next wait could be much shorter.

Minutes after Steffi Graf completed the Slam with a victory over Gabriela Sabatini at the U.S. Open Saturday, some people were predicting the 19-year-old West German might sweep the four major tournaments again next year.

"It's a tough assignment, but she's such a good player and she's so strong and determined that it's definitely possible," said CBS commentator Tony Trabert, who won five Grand Slam tournament singles titles in the 1950s.

"I think her biggest potential threat is Wimbledon. Grass is her least favorite surface because she takes such a big swing and because of the bad footing."

Billie Jean King, who won 12 Grand Slam tournament singles titles, also thinks Graf can become the first player to win consecutive Grand Slams.

"She has the determination to be a great champion, the potential to be one of the best ever," King said.

"Steffi beat all the top players in all four tournaments. And she looks like she might be able to do it some more."

King said Graf's feat was more difficult than the first five Slams: Don Budge in 1938, Maureen Connolly in 1953, Rod Laver in 1962 and 1969, and Margaret Court in 1970.

"It's more impressive now because all the best players go to all the Grand Slams," King said.

"When I was playing, you would skip the Australian a lot and not even go to the French all the time. The clay courts were so different for us, and Australia meant going away for three months."

The mark of a leader.
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## Ministries of:

### Celebration

- Support services for residence hall liturgies
- Coordination of hall chapel renovations
- Workshops for liturgical ministry
- Sacramental ministry and pastoral care
- Scheduling of sacramental celebrations for the Grotto, Sacred Heart Church and the Log Chapel
- Coordination of music and liturgy for campus liturgical events
- Sacrament Supplies for residence halls

### Education

- Coordination of Marriage Preparation Program:
  - Each month, Ministry Workshops:
    - September 18, 2:30pm
    - September 20, 10pm
    - Both held in Sacred Heart Church
- Coordination of Marriage Enrichment Series:
- What's the Future of this Relationship?
  - A program for couples in serious relationships.
  - Pre-register through the Badin Office
- The Catholic Faith Series
  - A campus-wide program presenting issues of the adult faith experience, held during the spring semester.
- The Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults (RCIA)
- Preparation for the Sacrament of Confirmation
  - Religious education, services, and prayer

### Spirituality

- Notre Dame Encounter (NDE)
  - A weekend retreat experience, guided by students, faculty & staff.
  - September 16-18
  - November 11-13
  - February 3-5
- Campus-wide retreats:
  - Hosted by members of the ND community
  - sexuality retreat - Spring semester
  - Fr. John Duane, CSC - Spring semester
- Residence Hall retreats:
  - Support services, guidance and direction for individual halls

### Administration

- Direction and administration of the Campus Ministry staff
- Collaboration between University Administration, Sacred Heart Parish, & other campus departments
- Coordination of budget, personnel and office operations, and special projects
- Program communications and publicity

### Outreach

- Outreach to University Village:
  - Celebration of religious events & holidays
  - Personal outreach, visitation, counseling, and social programming
  - Information sharing, community resources, and advocacy
- Publication of the Notre Dame Religious Bulletin:
  - Informing, inspiring, and enlightening the Notre Dame community concerning spiritual issues of our times
Irish down Michigan in battle of kickers

Ho becomes ND's biggest little hero

By MARTY STRASSEN
Sports Writer

Notre Dame's most dangerous weapon came in the form of a 5-5, 132-pound walk-on who said he tried out for the football team because "he didn't want to be a geek."

Irish placekicker Reggie Ho nailed an Irish record four field goals, including a game-winning 26-yarder with a minute and 13 seconds remaining, to lift Notre Dame to a 19-17 victory in an opening-night thriller at Notre Dame Stadium.

Mike Gillette, Michigan's all-time leading field goal kicker who booted a 46-yarder to give the Wolverines a 17-16 lead with 3:39 left, missed a 48-yard attempt on the last play of the game. The plan fell very close to the net, giving Notre Dame its second opening game victory over Michigan in as many years.

But Ho, who split the uprivals from 31, 38 and 26 yards before winning kick, was unfazed by the pressure of the game's final moments.

"Not a little nervous," the Taiwan native said. "But I have the best holder in the world in Pete Graham, the best snapper in the world in Tim Grunhard and 280-pound guys on the line. Nobody was going to hit me, so I wasn't too nervous."

see HO, page 12

Sports

Cross country teams pound Georgetown to win

By SCOTT BRUTOCAO
Sports Writer

In its first meet of the season, the Notre Dame men's cross country team soundly defeated defending Big East champion Georgetown on Saturday.

"We're a good team," said Georgetown coach Frank Gagliano. "Not the least of these little things was my hat goes off to our team."

"Sure I was a little nervous," the Irish leader said. "We're a good team," said Joe Piane. "We're looking to mature and develop by the time season finals come around. We want a competitive, well-coached side."

"The runners agreed with Piane. "The team ran really well," said junior Mike O'Connor. "This is a catapult for the rest of the season."

"There's a lot of room for improvement," continued the Williamsville, N.Y., resident. "We're looking to mature and develop by the time season finals come around. We want a team and a nice thing to be the team of the season."

"I think Notre Dame is an excellent team," said Georgetown coach Frank Gagliano. "They can do well at the national level. Naturally, I'm very disappointed in my own team, not to take anything away from the Notre Dame team."

"I don't think they worked very hard in nature, saw the Irish take first in the top eight finishes. Notre Dame won by a margin of 16-44. Few people anticipated such a whipping, especially since the whole Georgetown team was held to 44 points, with the Hoyas' top three runners not competing, the Irish beat them 18-41."

Irish tie Indiana 1-1

By PETE GEGEN
Sports Writer

In its first meet of the season, the Notre Dame men's cross country team sounded defending Big East champion Georgetown on Saturday. But equally impressive was the Irish defense of its own title.

"I think Notre Dame is an excellent team," said Joe Piane. "We're a good team," said Georgetown coach Frank Gagliano. "Not the least of these little things was my hat goes off to our team."

"Sure I was a little nervous," the Taiwan native said. "But I have the best holder in the world in Pete Graham, the best snapper in the world in Tim Grunhard and 280-pound guys on the line. Nobody was going to hit me, so I wasn't too nervous."

see HO, page 12

Soccer team defeats Xavier

By TIM SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

Maybe he should have expected a letdown. Besides, his team had been through an exhilarating weekend, having tied No. 2 Indiana 1-1 on the road Friday night at Jack Armstrong Stadium.

The Hoosiers controlled play much of the time, but could only finish off one offensive chance when Han Rourke headed in a Sean Guignon pass in the 45th minute. But with just 6:30 left to play, McCourt scored from a hard angle and sent the game into overtime. Indiana keeper Juergen Somer came out of the net expecting a cross from the corner by McCourt, but Notre Dame's leading scorer shot behind Somer and hit the inside far post for the goal.

Then, with seven minutes left in overtime, Lyons stopped Shapert's penalty kick to preserve the tie. The play was reminiscent of last season's 4-3 overtime win, when Lyons stopped a penalty kick with two minutes left to play.

"Maybe it was the luck of the Irish," said Han Rourke. "Indiana did so many things against us - we couldn't counter, we couldn't gain control. But my hat goes off to our team. They have a way about them."

see SOCCER, page 13

Small details key year opening win

By PETE SKIKO
Assistant Sports Editor

The cynics will say that Notre Dame was just plain lucky to come out of Saturday night's 19-17 squeaker with Michigan with an unblemished record.

"They'll say that without Ricky Watters' touchdown punt return, the accurate foot of unlikely hero Reggie Ho and a last-second miss from Michigan's record-setting placekicker Mike Gillette, the Irish probably would have been scoreless and certainly winless. But although the Irish undoubtedly have a long way to go in a lot of areas before they can seriously consider themselves national title contenders, they did a lot of little things that contributed directly to the win and also indicated potential."

"The team ran really well," said Piane. "This is a catapult for the rest of the season."

"There's a lot of room for improvement," continued the Williamsville, N.Y., resident. "We're geared for the end of the season. We're just looking forward to improve."